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Adam Stiglich

“Study of a Bumblewarf’s Cranium” 

Ink and marker drawing



“The Thumb Becomes Aware 
of Self and Detaches” 

Ink and marker drawing

@groovyartcreamsocial

Adam Stiglich



“Often making 
artwork revolves 
around trying 
to explain a 
part of myself 
that isn’t easy 
to see just by 
looking at me.”

Alexia Kane

“17” 
Digital collage

@alexiaalaurenn

“23” 

Digital collage



Angelo Toborg

@angelotoborg

“Charli is a nonbinary alien with freshly 
plumped lips and a condition job

on their fuzz. They love photoshoots and 
eating pizza. They hate bigots, flies

and people who don’t floss.”



“These are two sisters from a litter of 17. 
Floating in a universe close to ours, they 
create electronic music in their spaceship 
while plotting their visit to earth. Their 
bodies were sculpted in 3D, the world 
around them and their accessories were 
sculpted in Virtual Reality.”

“Alien Sisters” 

VR sculpted 3D render



Christy Skuban

“Little Sisters” 

Painted wood

@christyannskubanstudio

“The success of this 
art is building a 
sense of movement 

or flow that 
directs the eyes from 
one colored shape of 

wood to another, 
feeling the harmonic 
whole that is art in 
three dimensions.”



Chelsea Meehan

“Poseidon”
Alcohol ink on

polypropylene paper

@chelsea.m.inks

“When I listen 
to music, 
I often see 
the tones and 

melodies in color 
which is what 
causes these 
planets to 
manifest 
themselves 
in front
of me.”

“Aphrodite”
Alcohol ink on 

polypropylene paper



Enamel Hands

“Mind Moves”
Aerosol and acrylic 
on canvas

“Causeway”
Aerosol and acrylic 

on canvas

@enamel_hands_art

“My art is 
rooted in the 
graffiti scene 

of the late 
90’s and early 
2000’s mixed 
with vibrant 
color play.”



Left: “Facing Fate”
Bottom: “Titan 2”
Both acrylic and spray 
paint on canvas

@jayflo99

“For me it was 
about having a tool 
in one’s hand, and 
the paintbrush is a 
tool of creation. 
As a creative my 
magic comes from 
what I can do with 
my hands and I’m 
still learning how 
to imprint bits of 
my soul onto the 
wall with my hands 
and my tools, all 
in an honest day’s 
work.”

JayFlo99





@thunderchicken2.0



“Happy Yet?”
DSLR Canon Rebel T6

“I’m truly inspired by the world, people, 
and little things around me; perspective 

is everything!”

Jada Evans



“RAMONA”
DSLR Canon 
Rebel T6

“Yellow Phoenix”
DSLR Canon

Rebel T6

@babybluejada



Kayla M Nyre

“Tattoo Pothead”
Alcohol marker and colored pencil



Left:
“Overall Star Pothead”
Below:
“Black Eyed 
Susan Pothead”

Digital drawings

@kaylamnyre

“My style can be 
seen as a mixture of 
realism and cartoon, 
with a dash of humor 
sprinkled on top.”



“paper and petals artifact”

Paper pulp and mixed media on wood panel

@kelseymwenberg.art

“Every time I connect 
with other artists,

I leave feeling inspired.”



Kelsey M Wenberg

“summer storm”
Paper pulp and mixed media on wood



Nonfat MELK

“My art works 
with themes of 

environmentalism, 
child-like hope 
for the future, 

class, 
and occasionally 

otherness.”

Untitled
Digital drawings

@nonfatmelk



Jaydn Alexander

“Don’t Tread on Me”

Water-based marker on paper

@j.alex.art.works

“My art is focused on 
exploring the intersections 
between feminism, nature 
and spirituality.”



Mindy Huntress

“Standing on My Own”
Acrylic on canvas

“It’s so interesting to look at art, 
and hear other people’s interpretation 

of the same piece. Everyone’s 
perspective is different, so the 

narrative can change, or someone sees 

something I might not see.”



@mindyhuntress

“Build a 
Moat, 
Then a 
Castle”

Acrylic on 
canvas

“A Deadline Approaches”
Acrylic on canvas



“Frank”
Mural with acrylic

Photo by Up Up & Around LLC@passionpod

“ArtFly 
gave me 

confidence 
and a 

platform 
to really 
pursue art 
seriously. 
I create 
my art to 
bring more 
smiles 
into the 
world.”

“Melvin”
Mural with acrylics

Passion



Rachel Urban

“From kayaking down 
the Chippewa River, 
snowboarding in the 
Keweenaw Peninsula, 
or hiking on the 
Superior Hiking 

Trail, you can find 
me outside with my 

camera.”

Above:
“Ironwood, Michigan” 

Right:
“Star Prairie, Wisconsin”

35mm film photography

@_rachel_urban



Taylen Lundequam

“Mount Rainier”
Digital photograph

“I take a lot of inspiration from nature. 
Being outside, especially in national parks, helps 
my mental health and relaxes me from everyday life.”

@tlundequamphotography



“The Hands of Brooklyn Bridge”
Digital photograph

“The Lonely Man”
Digital photograph




